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Assembling a Metrics Suite for
Rule-Based Systems Development
Derek L. Nazareth, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, derek@uwm.edu
Abstract
Metrics have been routinely employed in the
development of traditional software.  With the adoption of
the Capability Maturity ModelSM from SEI, the formal
incorporation of metrics into the development process is
mandated for higher levels of development practice.  In
the case of knowledge-based systems (KBS), very little
use of formal metrics is reported.  This paper examines
some of the reasons for this situation, and provides a suite
of metrics that can be employed in the development of
KBS.
Introduction
Recently the software engineering discipline has
witnessed significant interest in the application of metrics
to the software development process.  Originally metrics
were developed to gauge code complexity, and to
facilitate estimation of project effort and cost. 
Subsequently metrics have evolved to provide measures of
software quality, and to gain insight into the development
process, with a view to improving software quality and
rein in runaway development projects.  Much of this
impetus is due to the interest in the Capability Maturity
ModelSM [4] as a means for assessing an organization’s
software development process.  Though the CMM is
largely based on anecdotal evidence, the use of
increasingly rigorous key practices at higher levels
promotes an improved software development process. 
Thus for example, the Managed level assumes that a
software metrics program is in place to facilitate the
development process.  A wide selection of metrics is
available for managing traditional software development
[5].  Metrics for newer information technologies are also
receiving increasing attention – for example several
efforts to create metrics for object-oriented software are
available [2],[6].  Yet, for applications using artificial
intelligence (AI) technologies, very little exists by way of
formal metrics.  Given the sustained use of these
technologies in the form of expert systems, intelligent
systems, neural nets, genetic algorithms, intelligent agents,
the lack of formal metrics does appear to be
counterintuitive.
Lack of Formal Metrics
Numerous reasons can be advanced for the lack of
widespread use of metrics for AI systems.  The foremost
among these is the maturity of the discipline in the
practitioner context.  While artificial intelligence has long
been an area of interest for academicians, and to some
extent practitioners, the discipline does not form a
significant component of mainstream IS applications. 
Though recent surveys of AI journals indicate sustained
application to a variety of different problems, the disciple
represent at best a peripheral or splinter component in
most commercial enterprises.  The lack of sustained
evolution of the discipline puts development practice at a
level comparable to the Initial  or Defined levels of the
CMMSM – with little use of formal methods or metrics.  A
second factor is the nature of the development process.  A
prototyping or evolutionary methodology has traditionally
been favored for AI applications over a linear
development methodology, stemming from the pareto
principle for KBS rule distribution, where 80% of the
scenarios are covered by 20% of the rules.  Collection of
data for relevant metrics is a more challenging task when
the end points of the development process are not clearly
defined, or clear milestones are not readily apparent. 
However, the adoption of a formal development life cycle
that permits iteration [1] should alleviate this. Other
development-related factors include the use of a variety of
technological platforms, development tools, knowledge
representation forms, and belief systems.  A more
plausible explanation for the non-use of metrics is the lack
of an agreed-upon metrics suite for the development of
rule-based applications.  This sets up a vicious cycle
wherein data on application development is not collected
since no metrics suite is in force, and the metrics suite is
never assembled as no relevant data is available.  These
factors can be countered, though, and this paper primarily
addresses the last issue.
Assembling a Metrics Suite
Specific measures used in a metrics suite are very
much dependent on the type of technology employed in
the development of an AI application.  This paper
addresses the assembly of a metrics suite for knowledge-
based systems.  Though the interest in KBS is not quite
equal to that of its heyday in the late 1980s, the
technology continues to be employed for a number of AI
applications.  The structure of the suite is extremely
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general, and similar suites can be easily assembled for
other AI technologies.
As a general rule, metrics should be precise (defined
easily), unambiguous (single interpretation), simple
(easily understandable), easily computed, quantifiable,
objective, reliable, valid (measures the right thing), and
robust (not sensitive to small changes) [7].  In examining
an AI application, metrics can be formulated that
characterize the application (termed product metrics), or
its development (termed process metrics).  Both forms of
measures are necessary when assembling a meaningful
suite.  These metrics are inexorably linked, though their
precise relationships are hard to pin down.  Measures can
be used to describe size, quality, or effort.  This provides
a 3 × 2 matrix of raw measures that characterize the
product or process at its elemental level.  Recorded
measures can be combined to generate further insights
into the development process.
Examples of size metrics at the product level include
the number of rule sets in an RBS, the number of rules,
number of unique rule clauses, number of scenarios
covered, etc.  Given that an RBS is expected to grow with
time, several growth-related measures can be logically
added to the suite.  In terms of quality, there are several
measures that are applicable.  A static verification of the
correctness of the rule set can be performed to detect
various forms of errors [8]. Alternatively, the knowledge
base could be assessed for its quality [3].  Other quality
measures include the capture of defects and failure
instances, and reliability measures.  Process measures
designed to address quality issues include the logging of
test cases, the outcomes of these cases, and any measures
of revision effort that stems from the detection of defects.
 Measures of effort are typically directed to the
development process, and include overall time to
completion, person hours spent on development, costs,
personnel involved, and the number of development
iterations.  The first four should be collected at the project
level as well as that for individual development stages,
e.g. knowledge acquisition, design, implementation, etc. 
These measures are presented in Table 1.  It is not claimed
that these measures are exhaustive; nor should they be the
only ones tracked.  Rather, they are representative of the
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Table 1.  Raw Measures for RBS Development
While these measures provide some insight about a
specific RBS and its development, more meaningful
assessments can be done by using them to derive
additional characteristics of the system.  This is achieved
by mathematically relating a pair or combination of the
raw measures.  Depending upon the objective sought,
various combinations can be employed to gain further
insight into the development process.  One strategy is to
relate similar types of measures.  For example, the size
measures allow the rules can be examined in greater detail
to determine fan-in and fan-out – in terms of average as
well as the actual distribution.  Rule set densities as well
as sparsities can be computed using the data on rules, rule
sets, and clauses.  Similar exercises can be performed for
the quality and effort measures.  However, a more
interesting exercise is to relate two different categories of
measures.  Thus, if quality and size metrics are related,
insight is obtained into the relative defect/error densities,
since the varying sizes of rule sets are now controlled for.
 In a similar vein, a number of different productivity
metrics can be derived by relating the effort and size
measures.  Also, insights into revision frequency and
effort can be assessed through the use of the quality and
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Table 2.  Derived Metrics for RBS Development
Using the Metrics Suite
Data collection for a metrics program involves
considerable effort, especially since all data must be
independently verified before being logged.  The
temptation to use self-reported data to save collection
effort should be resisted.  Data collected within a metrics
program is potentially subject to abuse, and should be
used cautiously.  The basic objective of any metrics
program is to better understand the resource implications
for application development.  To that end, the metrics
(particularly derived metrics) can be used for project
planning, as well as project management.  In the planning
phase, metrics can be of invaluable assistance in
estimation, staffing, and to some extent scheduling.  It is
nonetheless important after project completion to compare
the actual figures with the estimates.  During the
development process, product quality and project
management can be facilitated through the use of
appropriate metrics. Data from prior projects can be used
to benchmark current development effort.
A special caveat about productivity and error density
metrics – it is tempting to examine the output from
individual developers in terms of quality of software
produced as well as the overall effectiveness of
development, and attempt to tie these to the rewards
system.  This is a largely myopic exercise, as developers
will quickly find ways to counteract them.  Instead, it
would be more useful to use the metrics to identify
outliers, and concentrate on these to improve the overall
development process.
In addition to these well-defined measures, it may be
desirable to also collect some perceptual measures about
the KBS.   These tend to be less objective, are shaped by
user perceptions, and have been specified as satisfaction,
perceived value, propensity to use, among others.  Despite
their intrinsic subjectivity, they are important nonetheless
in assessing the overall process and product.
Conclusions
This paper examines some of the reasons for lack of
use of metrics for the development of AI applications, and
presents a metrics suite that is tailored for KBS
development.  Setting up a metrics program for KBS
application development is a decision that requires careful
consideration, particularly since the data collection effort
is considerable, and the potential for abuse very real. 
Nonetheless, this would provide managers with
appropriate data that allows them to gain true insight into
the development process, and provides a basis for better
control of KBS development.
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